The New Rules of Sampling
Achieve the ﬁne-grained control you need to control costs and still
reap the full beneﬁts of observability based on your business rules,
not someone else's.
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It is not feasible to run an observability infrastructure
that is the same size as your production infrastructure.
Past a certain scale, the cost to collect, process, and
save every log entry, every event, and every trace that
your systems generate dramatically outweighs the
benefits. The question is, how to scale back the flood of
data without losing the crucial information your
engineering team needs to troubleshoot and
understand your system's production behaviors?
Starting at the highest level, there are three ways to approach the problem:
●

Measure fewer things: Focus is good, and it's certainly possible that
you're tracking some things that aren't directly critical to your business
outcomes, such as noisy debug logs. Once the low-hanging wastage has
been eliminated, further reducing the coverage of your telemetry overall is
not usually desirable. Measuring less means lower fidelity overall.

●

Send aggregates (metrics): Your business needs a high-level view of your
systems, and you should be using dashboards as a starting point before
diving into the individual events and traces that generate them. That said,
pre-aggregating the data before it arrives into your debugging tool mean
you simply can't dig in any further than the granularity of the aggregated
values. The cost in terms of flexibility is too high.

●

Sample: Modern, dynamic approaches to sampling allow you to achieve
greater visibility into the most important parts of your infrastructure while
maintaining the benefits of transmitting only a portion of your volume to
your instrumentation service. Collapsing multiple similar events into a
single point, while retaining unusual behavior verbatim enables you to get
more value out of each incremental amount of telemetry data.
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So what do we mean by sampling,
anyway?
The goal of sampling is to identify and retain a subset of your data that
represents the larger population of data as accurately as is necessary to allow
you to answer important questions about your business, while reducing the cost
of processing the data overall. Typically, people think of sampling as completely
random—and if all you have available is the knob of “percentage of the total
stream of data,” then you do want that sampling to be random, to avoid actively
biasing your data. We call this 'constant sampling', in that you're sampling at a
constant level, no matter what the data looks like—this is the option available in
most metrics, tracing, and logging products (if one is available at all).

The advantage of this approach is that it is simple and easy to implement. You
can easily reduce the load on your analytics system by only sending one event to
represent many, whether that be one in every four, hundred, or ten thousand
events.
The disadvantage of constant sampling is its lack of flexibility. Once your sample
rate is chosen, it is fixed. You will be unable to debug outliers, such as 99.9th
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percentile latency values, since they are unlikely to both occur and be randomly
chosen for sampling.
Constant sampling is only a good choice if your traffic patterns are
homogeneous and constant. If every event provides equal insight into your
system, then any event is as good as any other to use as a representative event.
The simplicity allows you to easily cut your volume.

But all traffic isn't equal, and sampling doesn't have to ignore the fact that you
care about some kinds of traffic a lot more than others. In general, you care more
about:
●

what happens rarely vs. what happens a lot

●

writes vs. reads

●

errors vs. successes

●

metrics relevant to your specific business vs. generic volume or resource
counters

and so on.
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How can I sample and not miss
what's important?
The basic idea of constant sampling is that if you have enough volume, any error
that comes up will happen again and if it's happening enough to matter, you'll see
it. But if you have a more moderate volume (and different business
requirements), you need more knobs to turn to maintain the statistical likelihood
that you still see what you need to see. For example,
●

What if you care a lot about error cases (as in, you want to capture all of
them that aren't duplicates) and not very much about success cases?

●

What if some customers send an order of magnitude more traffic than
others—but you want all customers to have a good experience?

●

What if you want to make sure that a huge increase in traffic on your
servers can’t overwhelm your analytics backend?

For these situations, you need dynamic sampling options.

Dynamic sampling
When considering how dynamic sampling works, it helps to think of the data in
terms of the kinds of events a given event represents, vs the sample rate. For
example, instead of thinking “this data is sampled at a rate of 4:1 (four events
discarded to one event kept)” try looking at it as: “this event represents four
similar events.”
Another way to think about it: dynamic sampling allows you to compress similar
events down, things like your successful load balancer health checks, all those
200s...you don't need all of those. Instead, you can improve your response time
by compressing away these extra, useless events. What you do want to know
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about is when a real person hits an edge case failure. To do this, Honeycomb
offers the following approach, described here in two stages:

Dynamic sampling part 1: based on event
content (keys)
The first part of the dynamic sampling approach is to tune your sample rate
based on what's in the event. At a high level, this means choosing one or more
fields in your set of events and designating a sample rate when a certain
combination of values is seen. For example, you can partition events based on
HTTP response codes, and assign sample rates to each response code. This
way, you can specify that errors are more important than successes, or
newly-placed orders are more important than checking on order status, or paying
customers are more important than those on the free tier. You now have a
method to manage the volume of data you send to your analytics system while
still gaining detailed insight into the portion of the traffic you really care about.

You can make the keys as simple (such as HTTP status code or customer ID) or
complicated (for example, concatenating the HTTP method, status code, and
user-agent) as is appropriate to select samples that can give you the most useful
view into the traffic possible.
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Sampling at a constant percentage rate based on event content alone works
when the key space is small (there aren't that many HTTP status codes) and
when the relative rates of given keys stay consistent--for example, when you can
assume errors are less frequent than successes.
However, sometimes the key space varies in ways you can’t predict ahead of
time--what then?

Dynamic sampling part 2: based on the
recent historical volume of traffic for a
given key
When the content of your traffic is harder to predict, you can take the next step:
identify a key/combination of keys for each incoming event as before, then also
dynamically adjust the sample rate for each key based on the volume of traffic
recently seen for that key. Using this approach, you can start thinking of
heuristics that will let you decide what's interesting about your data.
In-house at Honeycomb, we use things like the number of times we've seen a
given key combination (such as [customer ID, dataset ID, error code]) in the last
30 seconds. If we see a specific combination many times in that time, it's less
interesting than combinations that were seen less often, so we have configured
dynamic sampling to allow proportionally fewer of the events to be propagated
verbatim, until that rate of traffic changes and it adjusts the sample rate again.

Combining dynamic sampling options
To make these kinds of decisions for your business, you need to look at the
traffic flowing through a service, as well as the variety of queries hitting that
service. Is it a front page app where 90% of the requests hitting it are nearly
indistinguishable from one-another? Is it a proxy fronting a database where many
query patterns are repeated? Is it a backend behind a read-through cache, so
each request really is mostly unique (with the cache having stripped all the boring
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ones away already)? Each of these situations benefit from a slightly different
strategy in choosing the optimal sampling method.

Know how much data you’ll be
sending
In addition to giving you the flexibility to sample based on much more than just
percentage of overall volume, Honeycomb lets you automatically increase the
sample rate on high volume traffic and decrease it on low volume traffic such
that the overall sample rate remains constant and you achieve a consistent
overall sample rate across all traffic. Specifically, you can configure Honeycomb
to count the total number of events that came in and divide by the sample rate to
get the total number of events to send, then give each key an equal portion of the
total number of events to send, and work backwards to determine what the
sample rate should be.

We do the math so you don’t have
to
Because Honeycomb tracks the
number of events each sampled event
stands for, the statistics in aggregate
remain accurate. Within Honeycomb,
every event has an associated sample
rate and all the calculations done to
visualize your data handle these
variable sample rates automatically.
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Make sampling decisions based on
your business goals, not ours
Much like deciding what and how to instrument, the sample rate and volume you
choose for a given set of keys is best defined by your business goals. The fields
in your data that influence interestingness should depend on what matters to
your business.
This is the flexibility Honeycomb offers. You can let your applications choose
how to sample traffic based on real-time analysis of its importance and volume.
It's what we designed to meet our own requirements—we want to make sure that,
despite a small set of customers sending us enormous volumes of traffic, we’re
still able to see our smaller customers’ traffic in our status graphs so we don't
miss anything that impacts our users. We use a combination of the dataset ID (to
differentiate among customers) and HTTP method, URL, and HTTP status code
(to identify different types of traffic they send).
Other vendors offer you either very little in the way of flexibility in sampling, or no
sampling option at all, which forces many folks to resort to only sending traffic
from a small fraction of their fleet to keep costs down (thereby potentially
missing entire classes of issues). Sampling your older data more highly, or
aggregating away detail, as it ages is another typical approach—with no control
over what gets sampled at what rate; the vendor makes that decision for you.
Structured events and the ability to dive deeply into your data anytime you need
to are crucial to your observability practice. Aggregating away detail and losing
visibility into each field in order to reduce costs is not the only option available.
Dynamic sampling in Honeycomb offers you the fine-grained control you need to
control spend and still reap the full benefits of observability based on your
business rules, not someone else's.
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About Honeycomb
Honeycomb provides next-gen APM for modern dev teams to better understand and
debug production systems. With Honeycomb teams achieve system observability
and ﬁnd unknown problems in a fraction of the time it takes other approaches and
tools. More time is spent innovating and life on-call doesn't suck. Developers love it,
operators rely on it and the business can’t live without it.
Follow Honeycomb on Twitter LinkedIn
Visit us at Honeycomb.io

